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A new tool, easy to use,
that allows you to create 360° virtual tours.
In complete freedom and in complete autonomy.
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MAKE THE VIRTUAL TOUR A REALITY
WITH THE 360 TECHNOLOGY
The innovative 360 technology allows you to experience and convey surprising emotions.
Now you can independently create and manage panoramic photos in order to create
virtual tours with many applications for personal and professional purposes.
Thanks to ViewMake it is possible to create a virtual tour in a few simple steps, to capture
special moments, highlight your brand, oﬀer new experiences or promote your products
and services.
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A PANEL WITH PRACTICAL FUNCTIONS
Viewmake Editor is the speciﬁc panel that allows you to upload the panoramic shots, to
view information about a selected pano and to create links that will then design the
virtual tour in a few easy steps.
With Viewmake you can import virtual tours from Google Street View, create a Viewmake
virtual tour from a tour published on Google or post a Viewmake on Google Street View.
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SHOOT AND POST
Seconda pano

Viewmake Editor allows you
to post 360 single photos or
full virtual tour on Street View

Terza pano
Quarta pano

AUTO GEOLOCALIZATION
Automatically Geolocates
360 photos taken with GPS
equipment

MULTIFILE
UPLOADING

SOFTWARE

It allows you to upload multiple ﬁles
simultaneously, speeding up the
work of photographers.

DETAILS

MULTIPLE GOOGLE ACCOUNTS

Mario Rossi

The panel allows managing
multiple accounts at once and
uploading 360 photos from multiple
accounts within the same project.

Google Maps
public 360 Photos

INTERACTIVE MAP
It allows you to change the tour
orientation while keeping the
360 photos perfectly connected.

AUTO SAVE
Auto save

Logout

IFRAME WHITE LABEL
Viewmake provides the iframe
code to embed the Virtual Tour
on multiple channels,
also white-label.

COMPATIBILITY
WITH VR VISORS
System is compatible with all VR visors
and Cardboard

SHORT LINK

SOFTWARE

Possibility to create
custom links.

DETAILS

INTERACTIVE FOOTER
A practical tool for
speeding navigation.

EMBED
Embed on social platform
or websites.

FREE UNLIMITED
PUBLICATIONS
It allows you to publish for free
and unlimited on Street View,
diting a maximum number of two
projects at the same time.

WHITE LABEL

SPECIFIC FUNCTIONS
Should you need to hide faces and
images for privacy reasons, the
Viewmake Editor provides you with
BLUR, the useful ﬁlter.

In order to hide the tripod or whatever you
want to remove from the bottom of the
panorama, you can use the NADIR
PATCHING that will edit it automatically.

The panel is MULTILINGUAL to allow
everyone to use it comfortably.

The editor allows you to PUBLISH A
VIEWMAKE ON GOOGLE STREET VIEW.
Through the panel, you can create a
Viewmake tour from a tour published on
Google Street View, or import virtual tours
from Google Street View for any editing.

Using an AUTOMATIC
GEOLOCALISATION SYSTEM of the 360
photos and an automatic connection, it
allows to quickly create a tour without
any diﬀiculty for the photographer.
The thumbnails of directional arrows of
the 360 pictures will appear perfectly
aligned and connected with each other.

A valid MULTILINGUAL ASSISTANCE
TEAM is always available for
information, updates and insights,
useful for the application of each
function.
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EXPERIENCE

THE FUTURE
Access to the Viewmake Editor panel is FREE!

If you want to enrich your work with exclusive
features and make it more eﬀicient, contact us
and be part of our world!
The editor is available in the Tourmake panel and
allows you to publish unlimited photo projects
directly on Google Street View for free.

Seconda pano
Terza pano
Quarta pano
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EXPERIENCE THE THRILL OF THE TOUR
IN VIRTUAL REALITY
Involve users actively and make them protagonists in the scene. The innovative Viewmake
panoramic technology allows you to view environments through VR visors by stimulating the
perception of an eﬀective virtual reality.
The visor used to explore a Viewmake, allows you to live a unique and totally immersive
experience, while transforming your smartphone into a lens useful to navigate into the
virtual path.
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DISCONVER THE ADVANCE FEATURES: AN IMMERSION IN
VIRTUAL REALITY WHICH DOES NOT DIREGARD FUNCIONALITY
The platform developments allow you to walk along virtual tours through VISORS and
discover a new interactive menu, diﬀerent in shape and centrally positioned for an easier
visualisation.
The VR Advanced feature applies not only to Viewmake created autonomously with our
system, but also to Viewmake tours created in Google Street View spaces. Just access the
tour via the browser to navigate among spaces and enhance the thrill of Virtual Reality
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Street View

ENHANCE
VIEWMAKE'S
FEATURES
Compatible with

AMAZE
AND THRILL

YOUR CUSTOMERS
Tourmake is the innovative platform that ampliﬁes the
potentials of Google Street View and Viewmake.
Tourmake oﬀers an innovative navigation experience that encourages
user interaction and guides them to discover the interior of a business.
Navigation is embellished with innovative elements that highlight the
strengths of the business.
Updating and Innovation are the main features of the platform
that assures autonomy of updating and professional
assistance, enabling with a simple interface to handle the
major editing steps, multiple accesses, multilingual settings,
visitor tracking systems, and unconventional delivery products,
including VR Advanced version.

ENHANCE REALITY
ENHANCE YOUR VALUE
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